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                           ABSTRACT
   Instabilities near harmonics of the electron cyclotron frequency are observed
when a weak electron beam is injected into a plasma in nearly thermal equilibri-
um. Measurements of microwave emission show that the electron cyclotron
harmonics are enhanced strongly by the electron beam passing through the plasma,
and that at the same time the second harmonics of the enhanced cyclotron harmon-
ics are generated by a nonlinear effect in plasmas. The experimental results are
interpreted by means of the model of a Maxwellian plasma penetrated by a mono-
energetic electron beam.

gl. Introdaction

    In the last few years, considerable interests have been built up in the pro-
blem of eleetron cyclotron harmonics in plasma. Landaueri} could find the
electron cyclotrcn harmonic emissions up to the 45 th, by observing noise emis-
sion from the PIG discharge. For explaining the result, Canobbio and Croci2)
ascribed the harmonic ern!ssions to the electrostatic waves which are excited
by superthermal electrons existing in PIG discharge and propagate perpendicular
to the magnetic field. On tke ether hand, Mitani, Kubo and Tanaka3) observed
the cyclotron ltarmonic emissions in the low pressure arc discharge as well.
Examining the dispersion characteristics of these emissions, they showed that
they correspond to the longitudinal plasma osc!1!ations in the rnagnetic field,
which are suggested by Bernstein.`) Many authors5) discussed these elecÅírostatic
waves near cyclotron harmonics in a collisionless plasma, and showed that they
can propagate perpendicular to the magnetic field wkhout Landau damping.
   In the case of the propagation parallel to the static magnetic field or more
generally, in the case of the propagation obliqtte to the magnetic field, the
Landau darriping plays an irnportant role and therefore, the cyclotron harmonic
waves ddmp out and can not propagate in a Maxwel!ian plasma. However, in
a plasma with an electron beam running along the magnetic field, the growing
cyclotron harmonic waves propagating parallel to the rnagnetic field are expected,
becattse the electron beam excites the waves strongly to overcome Landau
damping. Gruber eÅí al.6) and Bekefi et al.7) observed the cyclotron harmonic

* Reported in part in J. Phys. Soc. Japan 23 (1967) 66e,
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wave growing along the magnetic field in a beam-generated plasma.
    This result may be explained by a convective instability produced by the
coupling of cyclotron harmonic waves in a plasma with a slow space cha.rge
wave in a beam, in the case of the obiique propagation.
    The micro-instability of the electron cyclotron harmonics have been investi-
gated ln detail by Harris.8} This lnstability, which is an absoiute one, results
from the anisotropy of the electron distribution in velocity space. From the
point of view of the beam-plasma interaction, Crawford et al.9} proposed that
this lnstability is prodiuced by an interaction of the cyclotron harmonic waves
in plasma with the cyclotron harmonic waves having negative energies in the
beam. This phenomenon is also expected to occur in the beam-plasma system.
    In order to study this instability experimentally, we inject an electron beam
into a nearly Maxwellian plasma which is produced lndependently of the •.beam,
and therefore, we can change pararneters of the plasma and the beam inde-
pendently. Thus, comparing our present results with those reported up to the
present where either an electron beam is considered to be present in the plasma
spoRtaneously or the plasma is produced by injecting the electron beam into tlte
netitral gas, we can obtain more detailed informations on this instability.
    The contents of the foltowing paragraphs as follows : The microwave emis-
sion are measured when the electron beam is injected into the nearly Maxwel-
lian plasma. From the experimental results the electron cyclotron harmonic
waves propagating nearly perpendicular to the magnetic field are considered to
be strongly enhanced by the above mentioned absolute instability. When the
cyclotron harmonic emissions are enhanced strongly, their second harmonics
are generated by a nonlinear effect. Experimental results are analyzed by the
theory of Crawford et al.9)

S2. Experirnental apparatus and procedures

    In order to investigate the instabilities of plasma dtte to the presence of an
electron beam, it is desired that a highly ionized and Maxwellian plasma is
produced and an electron bearn is injected into this plasma. To obtain such a
beani-p!asma system, we have set up the apparatus which is consisted of three
rggions, that is, the dc discharge region, the plasma-diffused region and the
beam-produced region, as sliown in Fig. 1. Argon gas of the pressure of about
10-i torr ls fed into the discharge region and, by using a method of differentia!
pumping, the gas pressures of the plasma-diffused and the beam-produced re-
gions are maintained at about 5Å~10-` and 7Å~10-6 torr respectively. An external
magnetic field is applied along the tube axis and its intensity distribution on the
axis is shown in Fig. !. In the discharge region the plasma is produced by a
dc discharge between a cathode situated at the center of the cusped geometry
and an anede situated near the point cusp. The discharge current Idi is varied
from 2mA to 4.5A. This plasrna is diffused through a bole (8mm ln dia-
meter) at the center of the anode into the plasma-diffused region along the
external magnetic field. In the dif'fused-plasma region, the magnetic field is
uniform within a few percent and the plasma is present near the axis of glass
tube (50m7n in diameter). At the discharge current ef 4.5A, the electron den-
sity is equal to about 10'3 cm-3, and the degree of ionization is of the order of
ten percent, while the electron temperature of the plasma is abottt 1xl04 OK,
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         Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus: 1) gas iRlet, 2) cathode, 3) anode,
                4) electron gun, 5) 2'' dlffusion pump, 6) 6" diffusion pump,
                and 7) 4" diffusion pump.

and does not depend on the electron density. The principle of the apparatus is
similar to the TP-D machine'O} at the Institute of Plasma Pkysics, Nagoya
University.
    An electron beam is produced by the Pierce gun in the beam-produced
region, and is injected into the plasrna-diffused reglon through a hole of 2mm
in diameters. This electron gun is set outside the air-coil magnet, so the elec-
tron ejected from the gun feels the increasing magnetic field as it runs to the
plasma-diffused region. Therefore, a part of the initial energy oÅí the electron
is transformed to the energy perpendicttlar to the magnetic field. When the
voltage of the beam Vb, is changed from 30 V to 600 Y, the current of the beam
Ib, changes from O.07mA to 6.0mA. (The perveance of the gun being about
4Å~10-7.) The e!ectron density nb, of the beam is about 5Å~10S cm"3 at rb== 2.5mA.
The gun is operated continuously or pulsively.
   Microwave emissions from the beam-plasrna system are received by two
radiometers which are operated at the two receiving frequencies of f==4.1 and
f'== 2f=8.2GHz respeceively and have the band widths of 5MHx. Measure-
ments are made in the fo!lowing way: Tlke discharge current is kept at the
fixed value of rd andi the magnetic field is swept. The output power of the
radiometer is plotted as a function of the magnetic field on the XY-recorder
continuously. When the accurate power of the emission intensity is measured,
its power is eompared with and equalized to that of the noise standard (Pns) by
                                                                 'inserting a known value of attenuation in the transmission iine from the plasma
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to the radiometer. By the sirnukaneous measttrement on the ernission at the
frequency of 4.1 GHx and 8.2 GHz, we have studied the phenomenon whlch occurs
at the same time for these two fre<uency bands.

S3. Experimental resuks

    3. 1 Emission from the Plasma, the electron beam and the beam-Plasma
          system
    Measurements are made on the microwave emission from the plasma in the
absence of the electron beam and from the electron beam in the absence of the
plasma respectively. In Fig. 2 are shown those spectra as a function of the
magnetic field. In tke curve (a), which is the emission spectrum for the beam
only, the cyclotron ernission is seen at fc/f===1, where fc is the electron cyclo-
tron frequency. The curve (b) shows the emission spectrum for the plasma
without the electron beam. Since the ernission near the cyclotron harmonics
(fc/f=1/n) are weak, the plasma electrons are considered to be nearly in
thermal equilibrium. On the other hand, the degree of ionization of this plasma
becomes to be of the order of ten percent, as described in g2. Therefore, we
have obtained the plasma which is Maxwellian and highly !onized.
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         Flg. 2, Emission spectra from the electron bearn, the plasma and the
                beam-plasma system, as a function of the static magnetic
                field, fc/f. I{ere, Vb= 420V and Ib :3.6mA.

    When the electron beam is injected into this plasma, the emission spectrum
changes from the curve (b) to the curve (c) which sltows that the strongly
enhanced emissions are observed near the cyclotron harmonics. It is noted
that for measuring the curve (c), the sensitivity of the receiver ls lowered by
21dB as cornpared with that for the curve (b). Moreover, the time-resolved
measurements shows that this enhanced emission is not stationary but pulsating
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in tirne, wkile the injected electron bearn is statlonary.

   3. 2 The relation between tlze enlzanced emission and Plasma density
   In Fig. 3'are shown the emission spectra of the above-rnentioned enhanced
emission for the various discharge current. At the rather small discharge cur-
rent, the enhanced emission (denoted by the peal< "2") appears near fc/f==1 as
shown in curve (a). As the discharge current increases, this peak approaches
to the second harmonic fe•/f==1/2, as seen in the curves (b) and (c). While,
as the discharge current increases, the intensity of the emission also increases
until it reaches the maximum value at a certain discharge current. However,
when Id increases further, its intensity becornes ratlier weak. At the same
time, the emission near the third harmonic begins to b3 enhanced strongly.
Thus, with the increasing discharge current, higher and higher harmonic is
enhanced strongly, while the lower harmonic disappears, as shown in the curves
(c) tv (e).

   The above-mentioned characteristics, observed experirnentally, of the en-
hanced emission near the harmonics (n===2, 3, 4,...) are seen clearly in Figs.
4 and 5. In Fig. 4, the normalized magnetic field fc/f, where the enhanced
emissions appear, is p!otted as a function oÅí discharge current. In Fig. 5, the
intensity of enhanced emissions, normalized Åío that of the noise standard, are
plotted as a -function- of ld. • • • • • • •••• • -••
   3. 3 Relations between the enlaanced emissiore and beam Parameters
   Next, we !nvestigate the variation of the enhanced emission on the beam
parameters, i.e., velocity v'V5, altd density of the electron beam nb. For the
fixed value of Vb, the intensity of this emission near the second harmonic is
plotted as a function of Ib as shown in Fig. 6. }Iere, in order to vary Ib while
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Vb is 1<ept at a certain value, a perveance of the gun is varied by changing the
temperature of the cathode.' It is seen from this figure tkat the enkanced
emission becomes to be observed at Ib ==O.1 mA and the intensity of this emission
increases exponentially with the beam currenÅí Jb. In the case of Vb== 240V the
intensity of emission becomes to be saturated and amounts to P/Pns=20 dB as
the beam current increases. Suck abehavior is also observed in the case of
Vb==36eV and the saturated emission intensity is larger than 30 dB.
   In Fig. 7, the intensity of' the enhanced ernission is piotted as a function of
Vb, keeping, thebeam density nb (ocIb/VVi), at the fixed values. The enhanced
emission becomes to be observed at Vb=xi60V and its intensity increases expo-
nentially with the beam voltage Vb. However, its increasing rate witlt Vb
becomes small above a certain value of Vb. This valttes of Vb are about 240V
for nb= 1.4xi08cm-3 and about 280V for nb=1.8Å~188 cm'3 respectively.
   3. 4 DoPPIer shift of cyclotron harmonics waves
   It is observed experimentaliy that when the beam velocity is changed, the
magnetic field, where the enhanced harmonic emissions appear, is shifted. Tke
value of this shift from the magnetic field o'E fc/f=1/n, increases nearly propor-
tional to vXl7C, therefore this is consldered to be tlte Doppey shift. In Fig. 8,
the shiÅít in fc/f is plotted as a function of ViJ7i.
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         Fig. 8. The magnetic field fc!f, where the enhanced emission is ob-
               served near fc/f==1!2, is plotted as a function of the beam
               velocity 1/i7S. Here, f==8,200MIIz and Id =450mA.

   3. 5 Generation of the second harmonics of the strongly enhanced cyclotron
         Jtarmonic emissions
   When the enhakced emission near the second harmonic fe/f=1/2, is observed
for the receiving freqttency f=4.IGHz, the emission peak for the receiving
frequency f'-8.2Gfe, which is two times of f, is observed simultaneously. In
Fig. 9, the upper curve shows the emission spectrum of the frequency of f' ==
2f and the lower the spectrum of f. The emission peak, denoted by "2"', in
the spectrum of f' appears at tke magnetic field near fc/f=1/2, where the
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enhaneed emission denoted by "2", is observed in the spectrum of f. The
intensity of the former emission peak "2"' is sma!ler by 30 dB than that of the
latter "2". It must be noted that Åíhe peak "2" in the spectrum of f' is eor-
respQnding to the enhanced emission "2" in the curve (a) in Fig. 3. In Fig. 10,
the magnetic field, where the enhanced emission is observed as shown in Fig. 9
is plotted as a function of the discharge current Id for the cases of f=4.1 and
f'==2f=8.2GU2 respectively. It is known that both enhanced emissions "2"
for f and "2"' for f' occur at Åíhe same magnetlc field near fc/f=1/2. For these
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two emissions offand f', the emission intenskies as a function of the dis-
charge current Jft are shown in Fig. 11, and those as a function of tlte beam
velocity v't7L' are shown in Fig. 12.
    Further, these two emissions are represented on a dual beam shynchroscope
at the same time as shown in Photo 1. The upper trace shows the ernission
for f' and the lower that for f. Both emissions are pulsating in time and occur
at the same time.

Photo. 1. The enhanced emissions for both cases of f= 4,100 MHz and
f' = 2f =8,200 MHz are observed slmultanuously on the shyn-
chroscope. The upper and lower traces show the emission
powers for f' and f respectively. For both traces, the
pulsed emissions occur at the same time. Sweep; 10ti sec/
div. fc/fAfl/2.

g4. Discussions

    When a weak'electron beam is injected into a Maxwellian p!asma, the
strongly enhanced emissions are observed near cyclotron harrnonics, as described
ln the previous section. It is considered that these emissions resttlt from the
excitation of the electrostatic waves near cyclotron harmonics due to instability
whiclt is expected ln beam-plasma systems.
    As shown in Fig. 8, for this enhanced emission the Doppler shift is observed,
and its frequency shift is described by

                              (v-2oc=-le# vb. (li.)
It is known from the form of the frequency skift given by Eq. (1), that the
instability considered here is not ascribed to the interaction of the cyclotron
harmonic waves in a plasma with the slow space charge wave in a beam, but
to the interaction of the cyclotron•harmonic waves in a plasma with the cyclo-
tron harmonic waves having negative energies in a beam. It has been suggested
theoretically by Bers et al.") that such an instability due to the latter interac-
tion can eccur for the waves propagating obliquely to the static magnetic field.
Eut the dlspersicn relatien given by them is so cornplicaSed that it cannot be
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applied to the analysis of our experimental results. It may be considered from
their theories that the essential character of this instability is obtained for the
case where the waves propagate perpendicular to the magnetic field. Therefore,
in order to ana!yze the experimenta! results, we adopt the modei suggested by
Crawford et al.,9} where the monoenergetic electron beam ls in]ected into a
Macxwel!ian p!asma, and there occurs the above-mentioned instabiiity which
resu!ts in the excitation of the waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic
field.

   The distributien function of electrons in veloeity space is assurned to be9)

                  f= cr( 2 il'iT )3/2 exp (- M("ik+Tv tt 2) )

                                i                                   6(v"-vou) 6(vÅ}-vei), (2)                      + (1 - cr)                              2 voÅ}

where cr means the ratio of the electron density of the Maxwel!ian plasma to
that of the beam-plasma system. The dispersion relation for the electrostatic
waves propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field (leiE ==O), is given by9}

        i==ts'g#[cr,}.ll,il,li,X[P(iilli..ilJi(("]+(i-cr),ime,.-,ftipt..J.'i2S2pa2ii• (3)

where 7,=:(lex vth./coe)2, pt= lei voÅ}/a)e gnd (tip is the electron plasma frequency of
a bearn-plasma system.
   In Fig. 13, the regions of instability, given by Eq. (3) are plotted by the
following -way: First, the dispersion characteristic for the Maxwe!lian plasma
is calculated by Eq. (3) and plotted on the Allls diagram, where the parameter
7L is fixed at 1-(pc/Rte)2==O.05. Second, using the criterion of the instabiiity
given by Crawford et al.,9) the region for thls instability to occur is shown by
hatching. Under our experimental conditions where the density of the electron
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beam is very small compared with that of the background plasma and
the velocity of the beacm is very large compared with the thermal velocity of
the plasma, we can assume that a=O.9 and voYvtzenm25. These hatched regions
agree qualitatively with these in Fig. 4 where the enhanced emissions are
observed.
   In Fig. 14, is shown the growth rate of the cyclotron harrnonics as fultcÅíions
of the plasma density. Here, the approximate value of growth rate tei of the n
th harrnonic is calculated from the resonant terms in Eq. (3) by

          i-(:fj2[a(;,X[P((.-teil{"-`C']"sfr?i,l-.ca2i\.n,")S2'i])

            '(i-a)(af/(trv.//imll't)'2`2m,)"Ls,He/.aO//1,/mu,n,",,i2ifi•2-,])]. (`'

Cornparing the calculated curves thus obtained in Fig. 14 wiÅíh the experimental
curves in Flg. 5, we can see that the dependekce of the growth rate on the
plasma density agrees qualitatively with that of the intensity of the harmonic
emissions on the discharge current. It was reported by Ikegami'2} that such a
behaviour was observed on tke microwave emission from a mercury vapor dis-
charge and was dlscussed theoreÅíically from the view point of radiation from
plasma electrons.
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         Fig. 14.
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   The growth rate tuilcar near the cyclotron harmonics tef"fncac,
   is plotted as a function of plasma density (tupltur)2. Here,
   2=:O.e5, vo/vtlb--25 and cr--e.9.

value of kii of the cyclotron harmonic wave is calculated te be
  using Eq. (1) and the experiraental value of the Doppler shift
    On the other hand, it ls assumed that fei is estimated from
whick the instability is expected to occur. Such a value of pt is
Eq. (4) to be larger than about 3.0, and vo/vt,h is assumed to be
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25. Therefore leÅ} must be larger than 4Å~103cm-"i. Since lei is much larger
than le#, iÅí may be considez'ed that the harmonic waves interested here propagate
almost perpendicu!ar to the magnet!c field and their approximate dispersion
re!ation is given by Eq. (3).
    Finally, the second harmonics of the strongly enhanced cyclotron harmonics
will be discttssed. This emission, which is shown as the peal< "2"' !n the
emission spectrum of f'=2fin Fig. 9 is observed when the fundarnental emis-
sion (Åíhe peak "2" in the spectrum of f) is enhanced extrernely, as shown in
Fig. 11. Therefore, it is considered that the generation of the former emission
results frorn a nonlinear effect of the latter emission, It was reported by
Terumichii3) that such a generation of second harmonic was also observed when
the cyclotron harmonic waves are excited strongly by llluminating the plasma
with an external microwave. It is considered from our experimental result
that the plasma is strongly unstab!e though the electron beam is very weak
compared with the background pias•ma. On the other hand,•the theoretical
studies show that the p!asma comes to be in a weak turbulent state, as the
nonlinear osciilations develop strongly in the plasma. Recent!y, Apeli`) has
reported that by the convective instabiiity in ac beam-plasma system, the wave
near the p!asma frequency is excited so strongly that its hft`rmonics up to the
8th are observed and this system becomes turbulent. It is also expected in
our experiment that the instability near cyclotron harmonic frequencies wM
develop and the plasma becomes turbulent as the eletron beam becomes much
intense. A detailed study of the phenomenon ls under way.
    The results described in tlais paper are summarized as fol!ows: The cyc!o-
tron harmonic waves are enhanced strongly, when the weal< electron beam is
injected into the nearly thermalized plasma. It can be interpreted such that
these waves are ascribed to icn absolute instability due to the interaction be-
tween the cyclotron harmonics in the plasma and those in the beam having
negative energies. These experimenta! resttlts are analyzed by the model of
Crawford et ai.9} When the cyclotron harmonics are enhanced strongly, their
second hafmonic emissions are observed as a resu!t of a non!inear effect in

plasma. •
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